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10-year-old Eesha is new to the town and her primary school. She’s struggling to fit in and soon finds herself the victim of teasing by 
a small group of girls in her class. After a close encounter with a deep, muddy puddle, this turns into bullying texts and a video that 
makes Eesha a laughing stock around the school. In a desperate attempt to find a way out of her dark situation, Eesha escapes into 
her Cyberland, where, together with a faithful and wise red panda, Daxa, she not only works out how she is being bullied, but also 
how to protect herself in future.

After being a cyber security consultant for a number of years, Wendy Goucher now finds that she is often primarily recognised as 
the author of the Nettie in Cyberland series. This series was her first adventure in using stories to gently introduce cyber safety to very 
young children and their parents. In fact, Nettie in Cyberland was a runner up in the Cyber Book of the Year awards at The Real Cyber 
Awards 2023. Eesha and the Mud Monster Mystery comes from encouragement and feedback after taking the 
Nettie books into schools and talking to children – which is the best part of being an author. When she is not being a cyber 
professional or an author, she is probably engaged in sorting out who’s who and what’s what in her garden. Or she could be learning 
to ride a horse – that is a new hobby and one that takes a lot of her concentration. 

SYNOPSIS

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

ABOUT THE ILLUSTRATOR
Laura Wood is an independent illustrator with a thing for bright colours and loose lines. She likes to illustrate for children and adults 
alike, and so far, she has worked with numerous publishers, magazines and advertising agencies all over the globe. She’s currently 
based in Milan, but she dreams of living somewhere by the sea. When she’s not working, she likes to dance to swing music and watch 
stand-up comedy shows.

EDUCATIONAL APPLICABILITY
Eesha’s adventure uses the medium of story to help children think about how smart behaviour can help to protect them from texting 
attacks. The book is written by a cyber consultant and depicts a diverse set of characters.
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DISCUSSION TOPICS 

Read the book together, asking questions throughout. 

1. Look at the cover of the book together. What do you think the story might be about? 
2. What sort of character do you think Eesha is?
3. How do you think she feels having moved house and school?
4. There are three things that Eesha does that make it easier for the bullies to upset her. What are they? 
                  (She had her phone turned on during school time/ She didn’t lock her screen/ She didn’t tell her parents or her teacher what      
                  was happening.)
5. Was it Eesha’s fault that she was bullied? This is a really important question because it is only ever the fault of the bullies.    
                  Eesha’s mistakes just influenced how much they could hurt her.
6. What happens at the end of the story?
7. What did the children think of the book? If they liked it, why did they like it? What was their favourite part? 
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A-MAZE-ING EESHA

Help Eesha find Daxa in Cyberland.
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A-MAZE-ING EESHA

Solution to the maze



WRITE A POEM

Write an acrostic poem using the words, CYBER AMBASSADOR. An acrostic poem is a poem in which the first letter of each line 
spells out a word. You could write about all the IMPORTANT things to remember about online safety.
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EESHA WORDSEARCH

Find all the words below in the Eesha wordsearch.



EESHA WORDSEARCH

Solution to the Eesha wordsearch
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